
Main Staff of the Army of 
Republika Srpska 
Strictly confidential number 04/4-114 
9 February 1994 

VERY URGENT 
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/handwritten:/ 12/1 

To the Commands of the: 1 st and 2nd KK /Krajina Corps/, SRK /Sarajevo-Romanija 
Corps/, IBK /Eastern Bosnia Corps/, HK /Herzegovina Corps/, DK /Drina Corps/, 
V /Air Force/ and PVO /Anti-Aircraft Defence/ 
- Commanders, Chiefs of Staff, personally 

Due to the likelihood of reaching a ceasefire agreement around Sarajevo, and in order 
to take urgent measures in good time, I hereby 

ORDER: 

1. - In the course of today and tomorrow the Command of the SRK shall /?move/ 
artillery from other positions towards Sarajevo, mainly inoperative weapons, which 
shall be put up at the appropriate firing positions around Sarajevo. The commanders 
of the HK and the DK shall put the inoperative weapons unconditionally at the 
disposal of the /illegible/ commander in order to /?disguise/ our intentions. 

If a ceasefire agreement for Sarajevo is signed these (inoperative) artillery pieces 
would again be removed from Sarajevo, while the current basic weapons would 
remain at the firing positions. 

Bring in the new (inoperative) weapons towards Sarajevo in the course of the night of 
9-10 February 1994, and pull them out, if an agreement is reached, only during the 
day and in good visibility to make it as evident as possible to UNPRBSO JAR /as 
printed/ and the Muslims. 

2. - I prohibit the movement of infantry from the current positions; demand from 
local Muslim commanders to /?pull back/ infantry into Sarajevo, or, with our 
permission, to withdraw from Sarajevo to other areas. 

3. - As long as there is a threat of NA TO air strikes against our forces, do not /?turn/ 
the infantry, artillery and OMJ /armoured and mechanical units/ /?away/ from the 
Muslims and UNPROFOR, and do everything to maintain direct contact including full 
fortification. 

4. - In the event of NATO air strikes attack (but do not kill) all foreigners in 
Republika Srpska, including personnel of UNPROFOR and humanitarian 
organisations, take them prisoner and hold them hostage until air strikes are 
discontinued by NA TO. 
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If necessary, use blackmail and exert pressure in order to have them terminate the air 
strikes. 

DEPUTY COMMANDER 
Major General 
Manojlo MILOV ANO VIC 

QQQQQQ 

/stam :/ 
,----------------------------------~ 
RECEIVED: 9 February 1150 hours /a signature/ 

( day and month) (hour and minute) (signature) 

/?673/ 400 /?PI 31 /illegible/ 
(code name) (telegram (group (urgency) (mode of processing) ( communication 

no.) no.) station no.) 

PROCESSED: 9 February 1155 hours /a signature/ 
( day and month) (hour and minute) (signature) 

SUBMITTED: 
( day and month) (hour and minute) (signature) 

/handwritten:/ 
Informed by telephone: 
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